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Abstract 
This article explores and develops possible additional understandings of the term ar-
tistic citizenship as: 1) a lens to promote critical reflection; 2) a developing inclusive 
artistic identity; and 3) action for change. First, I provide a general overview of artistic 
citizenship in order to familiarize the reader with its current definitions and critiques. 
Second, I propose and develop three possible complementary understandings of the 
term by drawing parallels between different aspects of scholarship in citizenship and 
in the arts, exploring existing connections between the two fields, and developing new 
links between them by extrapolating relevant shared challenges, critiques, and possi-
bilities from discourses about the former into the latter. Finally, I discuss how other 
conceptualizations of artistic citizenship could have been possible, and how replicating 
the processes presented in this article with other multidisciplinary terms—that link 
music with different fields of knowledge—may expand their possibilities as evolving, 
multifaceted, flawed, and “full of potential” assets that can keep enriching music edu-
cation practice and scholarship. 
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ow could frozen concepts and ideas stay relevant in societies that 
keep changing if they stop adapting? How could they reach their full 
potential without exploring different perspectives or being influ-

enced by the world around them? In this essay, I aim to expand and develop a 
fluid understanding of artistic citizenship by exploring the potential lying in the 
bridges between disciplines that this hybrid term, which links citizenship and 
arts together, can create if understood fluidly.1 This text is written with the hope 
that examining the interesting parallels between the complex and problematic 
concepts of “citizenship/citizen” and the equally problematic Western concep-
tualizations of “the arts/artist”2—both of which artistic citizenship brings for-
ward—can provide important expanded perspectives in music education, 
scholarship and practice.  

I begin by giving a general overview of artistic citizenship in order to famil-
iarize the reader with its original definitions and critiques. I then propose and 
develop additional possible complementary understandings of the term by 
drawing parallels between aspects of scholarship in citizenship and in the arts, 
exploring connections between the two fields, and developing possible new 
links by extrapolating relevant shared challenges, critiques, and possibilities 
from discourses about the former into the latter. My goal is not to argue for or 
against artistic citizenship, thoroughly review or contrast all its existing defini-
tions, develop new fixed or rigid conceptualizations, or invalidate established 
ones; rather, I aim to showcase how the process of examining the term from 
multiple points of view—that can coexist and enrich each other—may contribute 
to understanding its possibilities as a multifaceted, evolving, fluid, and flawed 
concept that keeps providing important challenges, questions, and potentials. I 
propose this text trusting that it can exemplify how listening all around to other 
disciplines for new inspiring sources of reflection might help developing more 
diverse, hopeful, and critical paths forward for artistic practices. 

 

The Artistic Citizen 
As a relatively new and evolving concept, artistic citizenship does not have a 
fixed and established definition, and new conceptualizations of the term are still 
being discussed and developed (Thompson-Bell 2022). While most definitions 
of artistic citizenship focus on the common themes of personal and communal 
flourishing, social goods, participation, and social responsibility (Elliott, Silver-
man, and Bowman 2016), there exist significant differences in phrasing, focus, 
and priorities. To familiarize the reader with the most common understandings 
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of the term, I divide these definitions into two general currents based on their 
focus: The artist as an artistic citizen, and a society of/with artistic citizens. Ra-
ther than placing each definition or scholar in just one of these categories, I use 
this classification to clarify the main values of artistic citizenship. As such, def-
initions from the same author might be found in both categories. 

Definitions of the artist as an artistic citizen set their focus on the individual 
“artist,” with different ways of defining “artist” depending on the author. They 
explore both the artist’s value—reimagining what the artist can personally con-
tribute to society—and the artist’s social and ethical values—bringing forward 
the ethical and social repercussions and responsibilities derived from, and im-
plied in, the artist’s personal practices as an active agent for social good through 
the arts. An example that showcases these values is Bowman’s (2016) definition 
of artistic citizens as “socially engaged, socially aware, and socially responsible. 
Artistic citizens—as distinct from ‘mere’ artists—seek not just to produce better 
art but to use their artistic pursuits to change themselves and the world for the 
better” (66). Similarly, Elliott, Silverman, and Bowman (2016) wrote: “Artistic 
Citizenship focuses on the social responsibilities and functions of amateur and 
professional artists and examines ethical issues that are conventionally dis-
missed in discourses on these topics'' (back cover).  

Alternatively, definitions that argue for a society of or with artistic citizens 
focus on the empowering and transformative potential that participating and 
interacting with the arts can have as means for social and communal flourish-
ing. These definitions move their focus away from the individual “artist.” In-
stead, they center the value and repercussions that reimagining the role that 
artistic practices, including citizens’ everyday interactions with them, could 
have for transforming and improving society more broadly.3 Examples of defi-
nitions forwarding these values include: “This citizenship chooses art as a form 
of playful creative action, creating beginnings that engage with the public 
sphere, explore the world, expose the private, position subjects, and raise ques-
tions that test new possibilities” (Caris and Cowell 2016, 467) and “pursue life-
long and life-wide fulfillment and flourishing through making and partaking of 
the arts and, in doing so, to live a ‘good life,’ a life of meaningfulness and signif-
icance for themselves and their communities” (Silverman and Elliott 2016, 81).  

However, neither of these sets of definitions are free from controversy.4 On 
the one hand, they can be criticized for their reliance on terms such as “social 
good” or “personal improvement,” which are not universal. As such, they might 
encourage the reader to forget that “it is not clear what the just society is—nei-
ther in general nor in music education .... and we might well discover that we 
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do not all agree in our visions, even though we might have thought we would” 
(Kertz-Welzel 2023, 7). This can be especially worrisome given that social good 
and personal improvement are frequently externally defined,5 normative terms 
that follow without questioning established definitions of what “good life” or 
“good society” mean. These dogmatic understandings can result in upholding a 
social status quo that often enables discrimination, inequalities, and the silenc-
ing and alienating of minorities.  

Another point of controversy is that these definitions may instrumentalize 
the arts, keeping “limited attention to artistic concerns” (Gaunt et al. 2021, 5) 
and, in some cases, removing “the art” from considerations about the arts’ value 
and ignoring its possibilities as a sanctuary away from the world (Biesta 2019; 
Kertz-Welzel 2022). Furthermore, they can instrumentalize artistic practices as 
“always good” tools for personal and communal thriving, often taking for 
granted positive extrinsic values of the arts. Assuming such unproven positive 
values ignores research arguing that artistic practices can at times maintain or 
worsen the status quo that they aim to contest (Boeskov 2018; Bowman 2010). 

Furthermore, the wording of artistic citizenship and the contexts in which 
people often wield the term can unwillingly reinforce the dichotomous distinc-
tions between artist and non-artist. Discourses on artistic citizenship are often 
presented—usually by art scholars, renowned academics, and professional art-
ists—in specialized journals and books, artistic institutions, conservatories, and 
other exclusive cultural and academic settings. Even when they explicitly at-
tempt to challenge commonplace understandings of terms such as artist—“con-
ventionally used to designate special creative and productive skill, exceptional 
fluency in or mastery over materials, or extraordinary imaginative capacity” 
(Bowman 2016, 65)—or audience—that promotes “hierarchical relationship be-
tween artistic producer and aesthetic respondent .... that is not universal, nor is 
it necessary” (Bowman 2016, 65)—these insiders’ position as recognized artists 
or preestablished experts within the field, together with the deeply entrenched 
normative meaning of these words, and the exclusive and elitist context in 
which these discourses are often presented, might reinforce the exclusions that 
artistic citizenship is trying to challenge. It can unwillingly perpetuate norma-
tive and narrow understandings of who and what an artist is, placing the ability 
and responsibility (Bowman 2016) for leading social change through the arts in 
the hands of just a privileged few.  

While these critiques do not invalidate the values that artistic citizenship 
can bring and has brought to Western societies, they provide important oppor-
tunities for discussion and reflection, enriching the concept. Given the bridge 
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that artistic citizenship creates between citizenship and the arts, and the paral-
lels between the challenges that pervade both of these terms, I suggest that it 
should be possible to draw from literature about citizenship to enable new 
learnings for the arts by exploring the following: how scholars have adapted 
their conceptions of citizenship to tackle similar critiques to the ones affecting 
artistic citizenship; how this has brought new points of view, objections, and 
discourses for the field of citizenship; and how this process can be extrapolated 
and applied to develop new possibilities and challenges for the arts. Following 
this train of thought, I propose and develop additional complementary concep-
tualizations of artistic citizenship with the aim of expanding, updating, and fur-
ther discussing its challenges and potentials. Specifically, I put forward artistic 
citizenship as: 1) a lens to promote critical reflection, 2) a developing inclusive 
artistic identity, and 3) action for change. 

 

Artistic Citizenship as a Lens to Promote Critical Reflection 
Citizenship is a term often related to matters of political rights, duties, and for-
mal membership (Delanty 2003; Elliott, Silverman and Bowman 2016; Tully 
2014), and it is therefore typically connected to issues of exclusion and margin-
alization (Tambakaki 2015; Yarwood 2014). This means that being a citizen can 
be understood as a privileged status that entails a series of rights and duties and 
excludes those who the state defines as non-citizens: individuals with no voice, 
protection, or rights for participation. By being associated with the concept of 
citizenship—even if it attempts to do so just metaphorically—artistic citizenship 
risks bringing these issues and limitations to itself, to the conceptualizations of 
“the arts” with which it gets intertwined, and to artistic practices. Drawing from 
literature about citizenship, Bradley (2018) argues against the language of “ar-
tistic citizenship” by stating that it is “inextricably linked to concepts of nation, 
statehood, and exclusion” (84). While a strong deterrent against using this no-
menclature, understanding the negative normative meanings attached to trou-
blesome terms and associating them with specific conceptualizations of “the 
arts” could also have a potential upside for the implementation of more critical 
and caring artistic practices.  

Regardless of whether we associate them with “citizenship,” common West-
ern understandings of “the artist” (Assefa 2015; Gaztambide-Fernández 2008) 
already exhibit parallels with the aforementioned issues pervading “citizen-
ship,” including underpinnings of exclusion, elitism, unbelonging, and lack of 
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formal recognition. Since these matters are unavoidably present in many artis-
tic practices, considering them should be imperative in the implementation of 
initiatives that, by remaining aware of these important challenges, are caring 
towards their participants.  

The term “citizenship” can magnify otherwise partially or completely over-
looked challenges within artistic practices. It can promote critical reflections 
and provide a body of literature that dives into, expands, and attempts to find 
alternatives and solutions for the similar predicaments impacting both of these 
terms. When shared, discussed, and disseminated, these reflections have the 
potential to raise awareness, impacting the thoughts and practices not only of 
scholars but of arts practitioners, leaders of cultural institutions, and policy-
makers.  

These potentials are not just hypothetical, but already being realized in 
multiple contexts. Texts such as Bradley (2018) and Caris and Cowell (2016) 
exemplify how connections facilitated by artistic citizenship promote criticality 
and enrich scholarship in the arts. They showcase how the field of “citizenship” 
can inspire important discussions, critiques, and insights in a way that pro-
motes reflection, foregrounds caring for participants and practitioners, and 
brings critical perspectives for artistic practice and education. Additionally, 
symposiums, such as the one described by Thompson-Bell (2022), exemplify 
how this criticality not only impacts scholarship but can also reach music prac-
titioners, educators, leaders of conservatories, and policy makers.6 In these 
gatherings—which directly involved decision makers and practitioners cur-
rently working in the field in the reflection process—questions on citizenship 
identity prompted discussions about artistic identity, inequity, and whose 
voices are being excluded from the arts. Furthermore, the addition of artistic 
citizenship themes to the curricula within arts education centres and conserva-
tories, such as the artistic citizenship project-week at the Rytmisk Musikkon-
servatorium in Copenhagen, engages students directly in these discussions. In 
this pedagogical initiative teachers and students collaboratively aimed to revise 
artistic citizenship—and the baggage that the term carries—as a gateway to crit-
ically review and reconsider the role and potentialities of their own artistic and 
educational practices.7 

Having the additional critical tool for reflection that artistic citizenship can 
provide becomes especially relevant for a field in which, as stated by Belfiore 
and Bennett (2008), believing in the transformative power of the arts has be-
come something close to orthodoxy. Regardless of the fact that in recent years 
claims for criticality within arts-scholarship have risen to a point in which “the 
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need for reflective practice has become almost a cliché” (Bowman 2009, 4), the 
need for criticality has not diminished. Dominant discourses still forward the 
unquestionable belief that the arts always function as a positive agent for social 
transformation, often clouding the judgement of practitioners, participants, 
and outsiders alike. 

It is important to clarify that the potential for critical reflection invoked by 
“artistic citizenship” does not invalidate or negate any of the aforementioned 
pitfalls associated with the term, but rather coexists with them. Using “artistic 
citizenship” can promote feelings of exclusion, worsen experiences of unbelong-
ing, and feel harmful to people who experience discrimination or marginaliza-
tion (Bradley 2018). As such, the term should not be forced upon anyone, 
adhered to unreflectively, or wielded as an Excalibur of righteousness and truth 
for the arts. However, using the term both caringly and critically, embracing the 
value lying in its negatives, shortcomings, and criticisms while also embracing 
the richness and knowledge that can be bridged over from the field of citizen-
ship to arts practices, might encourage revision and ease forward motion. 

The connection between citizenship and utopia also strengthens the claims 
for conceptualizing artistic citizenship as a tool for critical reflection. Scholars 
such as the sociologist Levitas (2013) and the political scientists Goodwin and 
Taylor (2009) have proposed the use of utopian thinking for analyzing the cur-
rent state of our world and envisioning new possibilities towards a better future. 
Citizenship is a prime example of how utopian values—regardless of historical 
and widespread understandings of utopia as unrealistic or unobtainable (Kertz-
Welzel 2022; Levitas 2013)—can promote the critical revision of reality and en-
actment of change. Not disregarding that much remains undone, what were 
considered impossible utopian egalitarian or feminist ideals for citizenship in 
the past,8 might be slowly growing to become more widely spread in many con-
temporary societies (Fernando et al. 2018). By linking citizenship and artistic 
practices, artistic citizenship facilitates learning from the transformative power 
that utopia has had in citizenship scholarship and action as well as extrapolat-
ing and applying these potentials to the arts. It highlights the potential of using 
utopian thinking as an effective tool for change in artistic fields, promoting the 
use of critical, yet idealistic reflections to uncover new paths forward.9 

At the same time, the connection between citizenship and utopia can warn 
against the dangers of unthoughtfully following externally imposed ideals. Just 
as groups have used utopian ideals of citizenship to promote fascist and dis-
criminating agendas (Kertz-Welzel 2022), dogmatic ideals and orthodoxies in 
the art—such as narrow or elitist depictions of what the arts and artist are—can 
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promote harmful (Wright 2019), dangerous, and negative practices and beliefs 
(Hess 2019). In order to alleviate some of these issues and foster a safer path 
for critical utopian thinking in the arts, I suggest that developing an increasingly 
fluid and diverse definition of artistic identity might first be needed. A more 
inclusive understanding of artistry could empower people to believe in their 
own agency to self-reflect “as artists,” opening up increasingly accessible spaces 
for dialogue and dissent. It could not only relieve the dangers of following dog-
matic ideals for individuals, but also introduce new critical voices and utopian 
perspectives into the field, widening and expanding who artists are and what 
artists can do.  

 

Artistic Citizenship as a Developing Inclusive Artistic Identity 
As shown by Blacking’s (1973) research and in the work of Dissanayake (2006), 
there exist cultures in which the category of artist applies to nearly all members 
of society. Since common Western depictions of artists as elitist, exclusionary, 
and individualistic (Assefa 2015; Gaztambide-Fernández 2008) are not univer-
sal, it should be possible to challenge and contest them. However, how can the 
arts be disconnected from such entrenched uninviting and restricting mean-
ings? Through exploring how scholars have attempted to separate “citizenship” 
from its exclusionary normative understandings, it might become possible not 
only to extrapolate more inclusive understandings of what artistic practices can 
be, but also to learn from the challenges and potentials that can arise during 
this process. 

Scholars, including the sociologist Delanty and the political philosopher 
Tully, propose inclusive definitions of citizenship, describing it not only as a 
legal status but also as a constructivist learning process mostly performed 
through patterns of socialization developed during everyday activities (Delanty 
2002, 2003; Tully 2014; Warming 2012). Delanty (2003) wrote: “Research has 
documented how citizens learn citizenship, which mostly takes place in the in-
formal context of everyday life and is also heavily influenced by critical and 
formative events in people’s lives. Citizenship is not entirely about rights or 
membership.... It concerns the learning of a capacity for action and for respon-
sibility but, essentially, it is about the learning of the self and of the relationship 
of self and other” (602). 

Scholars also explain that these everyday interactions not only include po-
litical participation, but also participation in other social and cultural settings 
(Rovisco 2019; Tully 2014). For example, Tully (2014) described citizenship as 
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praxis in context: “Rather than looking at citizenship as a status within an in-
stitutional framework backed up by world-historical processes and universal 
norms, the diverse tradition looks on citizenship as negotiated practices, as 
praxis—as actors and activities in contexts” (35). 

These conceptualizations of citizenship emphasize shared lived experiences 
and togetherness as constituting pillars of the citizen’s identity, focusing on the 
process of “citizen becoming” instead of the status of “citizen being.” By doing 
so, they have the potential to facilitate a feeling of belonging in otherwise ex-
cluded individuals. Moreover, these conceptualizations blur the line between 
politics and non-politics. By avoiding the previously discussed issues of exclu-
sion and marginalization related to definitions based on formal rights, they can 
potentially include people who either rejected or were unable to legally partake 
in political activities (Rovisco 2019).  

Nevertheless, stating that citizen becoming might be defined through rela-
tionships and interactions instead of institutions does not guarantee a feeling 
of belonging in individuals. Even within inclusive conceptualizations of the 
term people who experience marginalization or social exclusion might still feel 
like non-citizens. However, foregrounding a plural understanding of the pro-
cess of citizen becoming places more agency both to identify as a citizen and to 
define what citizen means on the individuals and less on institutions. It allows 
for more diverse and flexible definitions of citizen that people and communities 
might keep transforming and adapting, diminishing the rigidness and exclusion 
derived from the dominant legal and institutionalized definitions of the con-
cept.  

Artistic citizenship provides a bridge to extrapolate these alternative con-
ceptualizations of citizenship. Music educators, practitioners, and students can 
use them to develop increasingly inclusive conceptualizations of “artist” that 
shift the focus from the exclusion and dichotomies common in the Western cat-
egory of “artist-being” to an ongoing process of “artist-becoming” developed 
through everyday interactions. Music therapists and educators commonly 
claim that “everyone is an artist” (Stige 2021, 91). Supporting this statement 
with insights from inclusive citizenship contextualizes it by highlighting that, 
rather than a fixed concept, “artist”—like “citizen”—can support multiple mean-
ings that go beyond normative understandings of professionalization or skill.  

Dewey (1934) argued that artistic creation results from continuous and on-
going experiences in everyday life; these everyday informal events constitute a 
vital part of creative artistic processes. If everyday experiences10 constitute the 
raw materials needed to create and connect to artistic works and processes, 
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then the embodied knowledge needed to “be an artist” is not an exclusive asset 
held by a privileged few, but universally learnt through everyday interactions. 
Furthermore, even if one only considered commonly accepted forms of Western 
art, constant exposure to everyday stimuli provides meaningful sources of ar-
tistic knowledge for the learning and building of one’s artistic identity. From 
films to music to photography to paintings, artistic engagements and participa-
tions constitute part of everyday routines. Individuals experience them when 
walking to work while listening to music, watching TV or a film when resting at 
home, or seeing beautifully crafted images in advertisements. These artistic in-
teractions can inadvertently create a significant amount of intrinsic artistic 
knowledge11 that individuals can later perform in a multitude of ways, from 
singing, painting, or writing to cooking or choosing clothes.  

Extending these parallels between inclusive citizenship and the arts, I pro-
pose that artistic citizenship could be understood as an ongoing, inclusive, eve-
ryday-learned and everyday-performed process in which individuals' personal, 
social, and artistic identities develop through the arts during daily life experi-
ences. This approach to conceptualizing artistic citizenship as a developing ar-
tistic identity—that is “two-fold developing” by both constantly developing 
through ongoing interactions and by developing more inclusive understandings 
of what “artistic” means—is full of potential. It could blur the lines between for-
mal and informal artistic participation by placing artistry in everyday life. It 
could tackle the artist/non-artist dichotomy by turning “artist” from an identity 
into an accessible ongoing process. And, by placing the artistic voice for creation 
and participation within the reach of everyone, this conception of artistic citi-
zenship could lift the ability and responsibility for determining the role of the 
arts away from the shoulders of the previously “few chosen artists,” distributing 
and sharing it with others in a more universal way.  

By placing artistic knowledge in personal experiences and everyday infor-
mal interactions, this conceptualization of artistic citizenship does not take 
away from the relevance of formal artistic training, but could synergize with it 
by. It could tackle issues of accessibility by tearing down barriers of entry to arts 
education, counteracting discourses of genius and perceived elitism, and turn-
ing arts training into a more diverse, welcoming, and accessible space where 
those who choose to can focus on expanding and nourishing their personal art-
istry.  

Nevertheless, inclusive claims for artistry or artistic citizenship can also be 
problematic. Since “no conceptualization of artistic citizenship can be infinitely 
inclusive” (Bowman 2016, 77), it becomes especially relevant to examine the 
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limitations and flaws of all-inclusive notions of artistry. By drawing from liter-
ature that problematizes inclusive notions of citizenship, artistic citizenship can 
also raise awareness about some of the possible pitfalls and challenges linked 
to developing inclusive definitions of the arts. 

Drawing on Tambakaki’s thoughts (2015), I propose that critiques of inclu-
sive citizenship can warn about the risks associated with forgetting unequal par-
ticipation and cancelling “non-artist” as an analytical category. Expanding the 
understanding of what an artist is to an all-inclusive identity risks becoming 
oblivious to issues of exclusion, marginalization, and accessibility. Tambakaki 
(2015) noted that “non-citizenship is not just a necessary category, but also a 
useful one. It alerts us to the exclusions, inequalities, marginalizations and nat-
uralisations that accompany citizenship politics” (930). Consequently, the cat-
egory “non-artist" can warn and remind about issues connected with 
marginalization and unequal participation in artistic practices. Stating that 
people have the knowledge and possibility to express themselves artistically is 
not the same as saying that everyone has the same possibilities and skillsets12 
to do so. From this perspective, the category of non-artists should include not 
only people who cannot create or partake in art, but also individuals lacking the 
means or time to focus on creating or performing, considered unskilled, denied 
recognition or access by arts education institutions, left behind by genius nar-
ratives, with unheard or unrecognized voices, or without the agency and re-
sources to participate. Understanding non-artist as a non-dichotomous 
spectrum that intersectionally considers these and other forms and degrees of 
exclusion can expand people’s understandings about the multiple factors limit-
ing artistic accessibility and participation. It turns “non-artist” into an analyti-
cal category to inspire new artistic practices and policies that can revise and 
resist inequalities. 

Scholarship on citizenship also notes the importance of considering the lack 
of personal and social recognition of the individual as an artist. Being recog-
nized is essential to the feeling of belonging in citizenship (Delanty 2003; 
Warming 2012). This not only refers to formal recognition from a state, but also 
to being valued and recognized by others and the community, as well as the 
personal feeling of belonging for each individual (Honneth 2003, 2006). Simi-
larly, the possibility of feeling belonging as an artist often lies beyond both the 
individual and the theoretical potential for artistic knowledge or expression. It 
is a negotiation between the individual who identifies and feels that they belong 
(or not) as an artist and the society that acknowledges them (or not) as one. 
Defending an all-inclusive artistic identity risks ignoring external factors, such 
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as recognition from the community, institutions, and society, which strongly 
contribute to feeling like and belonging as an artist. Even if everyone has the 
same possibility for participation in the arts, and even if everyone values their 
own artistic selves and artistic creations, people may still feel like non-artists 
who do not belong when their artistry is marginalized, depreciated, or unrecog-
nized.  

Critiques of citizenship also illuminate dangers related to the primacy of the 
arts and eliminating the choice to not be an artist. As Wright (2019) observed, 
“Ethnomusicologists and anthropologists from Blacking (1974) onwards have 
concluded that being human is being musical” (218). Equating musicality with 
humanity becomes harmful when people understand “artist” as an exclusionary 
and exclusive identity. By placing musicality as intrinsic to being human, claims 
such as this one may lead to the alienation or even mistreatment of people who 
do not identify as artistic, making them feel broken and less than human. At the 
same time, by automatically including everyone as artists, these discourses may 
force people into an unwanted identity. Just as people may choose to reject be-
ing considered citizens as a way to oppose the rights, responsibilities, or stigmas 
associated with citizenship (Tambakaki 2015), “non-artist” can also exist as a 
way of not conforming to specific definitions of what being an artist means. 
From this perspective, choosing to name oneself a “non-artist” can become an 
empowering self-identification, a self-imposed title to protest against and defy 
established one-way road definitions of the arts, while claiming for more di-
verse understandings of what artistic practices and artistic identities can be. 

Luckily, the aforementioned challenges pervading inclusive definitions of 
“artistic” might not be unavoidable or universal. Since they result from specific 
normative understandings about what art and artists are, acting critically and 
slowly bringing change to the construction of these understandings might grad-
ually open new possible paths forward.  
 

Artistic Citizenship as Action for Change 
Scholarship on citizenship can also illuminate additional implications for the 
language of “artistic citizenship” to act and transform the world beyond the the-
oretical. When exploring “global citizenship,” Tully (2014) described how the 
conjunction of the words “global” and “citizenship” creates a new concept that, 
while related to established historical uses of these terms, can challenge both 
their normative use and the practices connected to them. He stated that “The 
creation of the conjunction ‘global citizenship’ could be seen as a prime example 
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of the innovative freedom of citizens and non-citizens to contest and initiate 
something new in the practice of citizenship” (6). 

Tully (2014) defended that “initiating something new” becomes possible 
because diverse understandings of “global” and “citizenship” exist, and the nor-
mative language attached to them is just one choice amongst many. By choosing 
to link “global citizenship” with diverse practices and understandings that di-
verge from dominant meanings of modern citizenship—those based on “mem-
bership codes, rights, duties and institutional preconditions” (9)—people can 
contextualize and de-universalize them. Tully wrote: 

The kind of critical attitude that accompanies practices of diverse citizenship 
and contextualizes or ‘provincializes’ modern citizenship and its universaliz-
ing language… frees us from the hold of the globally dominant language of 
modern citizenship as the pre-emptive language of disclosure of all forms of 
citizenship and enable us to see it as one language among others. In so doing, 
it de-universalizes modern citizenship (for, as we have seen, its claim to uni-
versality is internal to the globally dominant language of modern citizenship) 
and de-subalternizes other modes of citizenship (discloses them in their local 
languages and histories). Modern citizenship can thus be put in its place as 
one singular (and imperious) mode in a global field of diverse alternatives. 
(10) 

Understanding that “global,” “citizenship,” and “global citizenship” can 
take diverse and complex meanings opens up a path not only to reconceptual-
izing them theoretically, but to transforming how people perform them. Tully 
(2014) stated that “This pragmatic linguistic freedom of enunciation and initi-
ation—of contestability and speaking otherwise—within the weighty constraints 
of the inherited relations of use and meaning is, as we shall see, internally re-
lated to a practical (extralinguistic) freedom of enactment and improvisation 
within the inherited relations of power in which the vocabulary is used” (5). 

He explains that language users learn how to use and perform a concept via 
“apprenticeship,” which involves: connecting it to the practices that give it 
name in their everyday life; contrasting their similarities and dissimilarities 
with their personal already-stablished understanding of the term; and enacting 
these concepts practically in their daily life in accordance with this understand-
ing. As such, a person gradually learns what being a citizen means via encoun-
tering the use of the word in their life, contrasting their current understanding 
of what a citizen means to the new situation where the language is used, adjust-
ing their idea of what being a citizen entices, and then acting as citizens in ac-
cordance with this transformed understanding. Since “global” and “citizen” 
accept different meanings, when people choose to enact their “pragmatic lin-
guistic freedom of enunciation and initiation, of contestability and speaking 
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otherwise” (Tully 2014, 5) to use “global citizenship” in reference to diverse 
practices that move away from normative and dominant meanings of citizen-
ship—such as citizenship as a developing and inclusive identity—they not only 
change the definition of these words, but also change what acting as a citizen 
can be, who citizens are, and what they can do in the world.  

Drawing on Tully’s assertions, I propose that “artistic citizenship” has a 
similar potential. As previously argued, the terms “artist,” “citizenship” and “ar-
tistic citizenship” also involve multifaceted understandings. By linking the lan-
guage of “artistic citizenship” to diverse meanings and to alternative artistic 
practices that move away from dominant depictions of Western artistry as elit-
ist or exclusionary, people can contextualize and de-universalize them. This 
shows that other ways of “being an artist” are possible and that normative de-
pictions of artists are just a few amongst many, opening the field to new possi-
bilities and perspectives. This change in understanding can go beyond both 
words and theory (parallel with Tully 2014, 5), acting to transform artistic prac-
tices.  

In parallel with citizenship, people learn who an artist is and how to “be 
artistic” themselves via apprenticeship. A person gradually learns what being 
artistic involves by encountering the use of the word in their everyday life, con-
trasting their previously established understanding of what being an artist 
means with new situations, adjusting their personal ideas, and then deciding 
how to “act artistically” in the world (or decide not to do so) in accordance with 
this transformed understanding. As such, when a participant encounters the 
words “artistic citizenship” tied to an artistic project that chooses to speak oth-
erwise—by, for example, challenging exclusion through contesting the nature of 
excellent music or valuing participants’ artistic voices and artistic personas as 
meaningful in their diverse forms—their understanding of “art” and “artist” ex-
pand. This changes both how they relate to their own artistic-self and to the arts 
in their everyday life, in the process transforming what they can do through the 
arts in society.  

Furthermore, because of the two constituting words of “artistic citizen-
ship,” these transformations not only impact people’s understandings and en-
actments tied to the term “artistic,” but also how they understand and perform 
“citizenship.” As such, choosing to use artistic citizenship facilitates that values 
emphasized through artistic practices can impact society beyond traditionally 
artistic contexts. Just as using “artistic citizenship” risks bringing issues of priv-
ilege or exclusion to the arts (Bradley 2018, 84), linking artistic citizenship to 
artistic practices in which people remain critical and caring, aware of diverse 
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voices, and concerned with inclusion and agency can make these experiences 
and values expand into and transform performances and understandings of cit-
izenship. Opening up paths for more diverse, caring, and inclusive forms of ar-
tistic citizenship may therefore foster more diverse, caring, and inclusive 
citizens and societies. This showcases not only that “through music it is possible 
to imagine an alternative social model” (Levitas 2013), but that through critical 
and caring artistic practices it is possible to start enacting this transformation. 

This might appear to be a small and maybe meaningless effort in compari-
son with the historic and constant everyday exposure to commonplace norma-
tive understandings of these terms. However, opening up a small crack in the 
entrenched uses of these concepts and linking them to new hopeful experi-
ences—even if only for a moment—can make a difference. It might turn uto-
pian13 possibilities in both arts and citizenship into a reality. It is a step towards 
transforming the world through words and artistic practices, making “choosing 
to name it artistic citizenship” in itself an act of activism.  

 

Conclusions 
This article has explored and developed the term artistic citizenship to argue for 
how notions of citizenship can provide new avenues for critical discussions, im-
aginings, social repercussions, and practices in the arts. However, these enrich-
ing potentials are not unique to the analysis and reconceptualization of artistic 
citizenship. The same process could be replicated with other multidisciplinary 
terms and other transdisciplinary connections, further expanding artistic prac-
tices with new insights and possibilities. Moreover, the three coexisting depic-
tions of artistic citizenship that I presented are not the only possible ones. They 
exemplify just a few of the extra possibilities that can be enacted through ex-
ploring artistic citizenship fluidly. Therefore, they are not meant to be under-
stood as absolute, fixed, or uncontestable, but to showcase the added value that 
multidisciplinary terms can provide when not put into a box and not adhered 
to unconditionally.  

There is much that artistic practices, including music making, can ad-
dress.14 The conceptualizations presented in this article tackle issues of inclu-
sion, elitism, multidisciplinarity, and subjectivity in the arts. However, drawing 
from other important aspects of citizenship—such as its connection with envi-
ronmental issues or diaspora—and extrapolating them to the arts could have 
fostered other possible conceptualizations of artistic citizenship addressing dif-
ferent, yet just as important, issues. Inspired by Goble’s (2015) use of “musics,” 
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this multiplicity of coexisting definitions creates multiple coexisting “artistic 
citizenships” that are not only possible, but desirable. It promotes understand-
ing each possible lens for looking at artistic citizenship as partial, updateable, 
and context based. It embraces the troubled, complex, and sometimes paradox-
ical nature of the concept. “Artistic citizenship”—as well as “citizenship” and 
“the arts”—can be at the same time critical and utopian, hopeful and harmful, a 
tool for social change or a sanctuary to escape from the world. Accepting this 
ambiguity15 and plurality of meaning allows ideals to remain relevant and keep 
evolving, expanding, and adapting to the different contexts, needs, and goals of 
the people who can learn and make use of them. It opens the possibility to learn 
from more diverse sources of knowledge and to explore nuanced and troubled 
concepts and ideals without being forced to dogmatically accept or totally reject 
them, curiously listening around for them, discerning the notes that resonate 
with each of us, and using them to inspire the writing of the passages that are 
yet to come.  
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Notes 
1 A fluid concept evolves and adapts. It is not fixed or static but has multiple 
possible understandings that coexist. Like a body of water, a fluid definition 
might not allow one to build a rigid and eternal structure on top of it, where it 
can forever stay immobile, but it can create a space in which new ideas are 
born and evolve, where new discussions and new life—that might eventually 
move completely out of this water—can keep developing.  
 
2 This article considers art and artist as concepts co-constructed between indi-
viduals and society (see section on Artistic Citizenship as a Developing Inclu-
sive Artistic Identity) that accept multiple, diverse, and coexisting possible 
understandings. It is therefore counterintuitive for this text to bring forward 
any set definition of these concepts. However—and even though this text does 
not aim at promoting them—“common Western conceptualizations'' of the 
arts and artists (Assefa 2015, Gaztambide-Fernández 2008) will be relevant to 
some of the discussions that will be presented. For a more historical explora-
tion of the connection between the arts and citizenship, see Wiles (2016).  
 
3 What improving and positively transforming society means varies for each 
author. However, themes such as community building, inclusion, personal 
and communal flourishing, etc. seem to be important for most scholars. In the 
next section of the text possible critiques derived from these statements will 
be discussed further. 

 
4 These critiques brought forward by different scholars are nuanced and com-
plex. Since it goes beyond the scope, and outside the focus, of this article to 
thoroughly explain them, I encourage the reader to further explore the origi-
nal texts that are referenced to get a deeper understanding of these interesting 
discussions. 

 
5 The meaning of “good life” or “good society” is not a universal but socially 
constructed. What these ideas mean is often not decided and reflected upon by 
each person, but it is stablished by society, by politics, by the media, etc. and 
in many cases just assumed as a given by the individual. 

 
6 This report is a summary of a multidisciplinary forum that brought together 
researchers, practitioners, and policy makers from different fields to discuss 
themes related to artistic citizenship. It was followed up by different online 
meetings (one of which I attended) that included the insights of people not in-
volved in the original meeting and where artistic citizenship inspired critical 
discussions on the role and state of the arts. This report concluded with a se-
ries of recommendations for arts practitioners and institutions, including: 
promoting transdisciplinary partnerships, arts education centres rethinking 
the skills that adaptable graduates should develop, and promoting an ethic of 
care towards their graduates. 
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7 I have facilitated lectures on artistic citizenship with an international group 
of students in which the term—and the natural adversity that it produced in 
international students who do not feel that they are “citizens” (even though as 
a European I have many rights and privileges in Denmark, I am myself not a 
Danish citizen, with no right to vote in this country)—brought forward inspir-
ing considerations about the elitism and exclusion that might also be linked to 
the arts.  

 
8 Such as universal vote or legal access to equal rights.  

 
9 The connections between utopian thinking and the arts are too extensive to 
be described in this text and are explored in Alexandra Kertz-Welzel’s (2022) 
inspiring book, Rethinking Music Education and Social Change. 

 
10 These include everyday exposure to any source of artistic inspiration and life 
events, such as our interactions with others, our culture, our personal feelings 
and experiences, as well as inspiration from nature, the environment, or other 
non-human phenomena.  
 
11 This is supported by research findings showing that even before any artistic 
training has taken place, individuals exhibit a significant innate artistic 
knowledge (Bamberger 2003). 

 
12 I used the word skillsets, instead of capabilities or talents, to describe that 
people have different skills or unique characteristics—different ways of being 
musical—that are diverse and cannot (or at least should not) be hierarchized.  

 
13 Here I am playing with the double meaning of the word, transforming what 
are considered “just” utopian possibilities now—meaning unobtainable—into 
real utopias. 

 
14 To showcase some of the ideals and values that music can strive towards re-
fer to the MayDay Group’s (2021) Action Ideals.  

 
15 This wording was inspired by Boeskov’s (2022) article “Ambiguous Musical 
Practice: Rethinking Social Analysis of Music Educational Practice.”  


